2020 Kavod Award FAQs
Why is the application so detailed?
Having adequate detail helps sisterhoods use these award-winning programs to plan similar
programs.
For part 1, should we use the Google form or the .pdf version for submitting our application?
It depends on whether one person is working on the application by herself or if two or more
people are working collaboratively. The electronic submission (Google Forms) works well for
collaborative submission, but you will not see what you have submitted. If you are working
alone, it is easier to use the .pdf version so that you can print, read it over and then share your
work.
The second part of the application calls for 7-10 slides. Why?
It’s important to make the size of the slide sets fairly uniform so that the applications are
equal. Some sisterhoods may not have had the opportunity to get as many photographs, for
instance, or may have different levels of available technology.
What format do the slides need to be in?
This is not limited. They can be in Power Point, Keynote for Apple, or in Google Slides which
will work with all formats and is saved in the cloud. It is also possible to submit a text
document if you need help with creating the slide set.
Who do we contact for help with the slides?
Email kavod.wrjpd@gmail.com and one of the Kavod Committee members will contact you.
Does this program I’m submitting have to have been completed within the last year?
Any program begun or completed after the last convention in San Diego in November, 2018 can
be submitted.
Can a sisterhood submit more than one program?
Yes - that is fine. Full applications are needed for each program.
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If a sisterhood has an ongoing program that was honored with a Kavod award in the past, can
the program be re-submitted after a certain number of years?
Not if the program has already won an award; winning programs from past years continue to be
visible on the Pacific District website. If the sisterhood submitted its program but did not win,
then the sisterhood can submit its updated program.

Where do we find the sample slide set?
Go to WRJPacific.org and click on the drop down menu that says PD Conventions. Then click
on 2020 Kavod Awards. Finally, click on download a sample presentation at the bottom of the
page.
Can a fundraiser be submitted for a Kavod award?
Yes, there can be fundraisers that are for our sisterhoods, others that are for our congregations
and yet others that are for the benefit of our community. Any type of fundraiser can fit into
one of the three 2020 Kavod award categories.
Does a completed program need to include an evaluation in order to be considered for an
award?
Not necessarily. An evaluation and results need to be included only if an evaluation was part of
the original program.
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